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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It is common practice in the first grade to devote a
portion of time each week to "Show-and-tell."

During these

activities the children are given the opportunity to stand
before the class to tell about something of interest to them.
What he shares with his peers may be a treasure brought from
home or an experience he feels is important.

Some children

want to join in the telling activity everyday; but on the
other hand, some are reluctant to take part.

Teachers and

administrators often wonder if the time allowed is worthwhile
and whether the goals of developing good speaking and listening habits are attained by all the children.

Parents, too,

have questioned the value of show-and-tell, and some have
voiced their discontent with this part of the first grade
program.

They agree with teachers that the objectives are

important, but they have asked if there might be another or
better way of reaching the same goals.

A study in this area

of learning experiences should be of value not only to
teachers and parents of first graders, but also of value to
the children.
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I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem.

This study was concerned

with the importance of existing show-and-tell objectives and
with an attempt to make this time of more value to the children.

The possibility of improving show-and-tell time is

examined by experimenting in the classroom with both the
voluntary non-planned and the carefully planned procedure
in introducing items and topics to be shared.
Hypothesis.

There are greater interest, participation,

and educational values under planned show-and-tell activities
than under non-planned show-and-tell activities.
Limitations of the Study.

The study was limited to

the children in one first grade in Marysville, Washington.
This was done because it was thought that a coverage of
additional primary grade levels would have been too broad
for an initial study of this type, and also for administrative convenience.

Teacher interviews were limited to the

first grade teaching area and encompassed those first grade
teachers who attended Central Washington State College during
the summer of 1966.
II.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Creative thinking.

The definition of creative thinking

in this study is the thought process involved in the
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"imaginatively gifted recombination of known elements into
something new {5:30) ."
Creativity.

In this study creativity means the contri-

bution on original ideas, seeing new relationships among
ideas, looking at problems in a new way and with a different
point of view (29:4).
Show-and-tell.

The term show-and-tell is used in this

study to mean the time set aside by the teacher to be used
by the children to talk freely about personal objects or experiences.

This activity is called telling-time, or sharing

period by some teachers.
Oral communication skills.

In this study the term oral

communication skills means the effective use of language
when listening and speaking (26:136).
III.

PROCEDURE OF STUDY

To study the problem, relevant literature on the subject of show-and-tell in primary classrooms as a means of
developing important oral communication skills and creative
thinking was reviewed.

Teachers and parents of first grade

children were interviewed to obtain their opinions concerning
show-and-tell.
were conducted.

To test the hypothesis, two classroom studies
Charts and records were carefully kept.

The first study was of voluntary show-and-tell commonly

The
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practiced in the primary grades.
pre-planned show-and-tell.

The second study was of

The data collected from teacher

interviews, parent interviews, and classroom studies were
compiled.

Recommendations for further research are suggested

on the basis of these findings.
IV.

OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTERS

The problem and hypothesis with limitations and
definitions have been stated in the first chapter.

In the

second chapter literature related to this study was reviewed.
The third chapter explained how the data were collected.
Chapter four dealt with the analysis of this data.

The sum-

mary and conclusions drawn from this study are included in
the final chapter.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
I.

RELEVANT LITERATURE ON SHOW-AND-TELL

Young children enjoy bringing treasures and tales from
home to share with their classroom group.

Sharing items from

home enriches the school experience and helps to bridge the
gap between home and school (26:140).
Baker defined telling-time as the
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period of the day

when the child may talk to the group about anything he
chooses."

It is one of the happiest times of the school day

for most primary children.

Children develop poise, self-

confidence, and ability to speak spontaneously.
easy for all children.

This is not

Some need much encouragement.

Others

need to be drawn out, and a few will have to be carefully
restrained from doing all the talking (2:36).
Informal discussions encourage good use of words.

The

child talks more freely and effectively if he feels others
will listen to him.

He needs an audience.

Children are mo-

tivated by pictures and real objects of special interest to
them, and by experiences related to their environment (1:23).
Show-and-tell helps the teacher to know and understand
the child.

It gives her information about the child's respon-

sibilities at home and his feelings toward other members of
his family.

It permits close study of the child's speech
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habits and detection of nervous habits and mannerisms.
Standards for show-and-tell should be formulated by the
teacher and children and used as motivation toward valuable
goals (2:37-38).
Dr. James Hymes, a well-known authority on education
in the primary grades, voiced a strong dislike for show-andtell in a voluntary form.

He labeled it "a bad practice."

He has found most teachers intend it to be a few minutes
long, but generally it turns out to take much longer than
the time allowed.

Teachers feel it gives the child a sense

of importance, makes him feel big, and gives him an opportunity to be the center of attention.

Their objectives are

undoubtedly sound, but Hymes would seem to disagree with
common practices in providing show-and-tell experiences.

He

claimed telling-time has become a gimmick for classroom
management or a good device to get a class under control at
the beginning of the day.

He claimed show-and-tell stilts

children, holds them in, and restricts them to someone else's
plan.

He did not agree that children themselves want and en-

joy sharing.

It is not their natural kind of behavior.

The

children are being manipulated and managed like puppets
pulled by strings, pleasing others rather than themselves
(9:15).

Helen Laufer says, "Many a kindergarten teacher and
many a mother wonder if show-and-tell is really worth the
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effort involved."

She claims, if properly organized, telling-

time can be most interesting and often a most educational
period of the day.

In her classroom she has a well-planned

telling period that has proven to be better than the usual
way.

During the first semester items from home should be of

scientific, literary, or arithmetical interest.
the children may bring whatever they wish.

However,

During the second

semester emphasis is on ideas with some appropriate articles
to show.

The following rules for show-and-tell are set up

and adhered to:
1.

A child who talks while another is speaking

loses his turn.

Everyone listens carefully.

2.

The speaker must talk clearly and loud enough.

3.

Children must try to express complete sentences.

4.

The speaker may tell about only one object or

experience on any one day.
5.

Each child is responsible for taking home his

display.
By this "rule-bound" method, Miss Laufer fulfilled the
main objectives--to develop oral communication skills (10:63).
Show-and-tell can of fer many more educational possibilities besides the development of listening and speaking
skills.

It can build self-confidence, provide social experi-

ence, and encourage participation in the arts.

In her class-

room, Mary Rusnak has guided the children into a different
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kind of sharing time.

Items from home were gradually re-

placed by simple dramatic presentations using puppets,
riddles, stories, songs, original piano compositions, drawings,
and handwork of all kinds.

Groups often worked together to

plan and present programs and exhibits.

The art of communi-

cation was still new and fun, and both listening and speaking
skills were developed.

She disclosed, " • • • balance between

informality and structure which this setting provided was
conducive to creativity •

"

This points out that other

objectives can be reached (21:31).
In a number of school districts parents have expressed
concern over the show-and-tell period.

One of the most com-

mon worries had been whether children tell family secrets
which other children carried to their homes.

Jane Goodsell,

a mother, reported that children seldom told about things
parents do for the child's educational benefit such as visits
to art galleries, museums, or historical landmarks.

Instead

they are "talented keyhole reporters" on subjects like
parent's discussion of unpaid bills, Father's condition on
New Year's morning, the size of Mother's dress or cost of her
hat, and overheard quarrels.

She claimed the child is exer-

cising his "right to retaliate by gossiping about his parents."
Because parents tell all their friends the cute things he
does, he feels he can tell about cute things they do for
tattle-telling time" in school (6:27).
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II.

RELEVANT LITERATURE ON ORAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS
The foundation for successful, happy life can be in-

fluenced by oral language.

Its growth through rich, varied

experiences and constant practice is one of the most important
elements in the entire primary program (26:151-152).

Re-

quired for easy, useful language is an atmosphere that stimulates and encourages oral expression through happy, wholesome
relationships with children and teacher (26:136).
tools for thinking.

Words are

Success in home, business, and community

is often determined by a person's command of words (2:140).
Development of vocabulary needs sharing of activities such as
telling about experiences, practicing social courtesies, using
audio-visual materials, developing creativeness, reading
stories and poems, discussing special occasions, playing games,
and using dictionaries and word books (2:141).
Children in the primary grades, especially the less
verbal, need many oral experiences before they can read and
write.

When teachers provide a learning environment that

challenges and stimulates each child, effective oral communication results (14:17).

Providing an opportunity to talk

on a subject of interest to him makes speaking before the
group a natural means of expression.

If the topic is impor-

tant and of interest to both speaker and audience, speaking
will be a pleasure (2:36).
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It is most important to the child at this age to
attain natural ease and fluency.

The goals for oral expres-

sion should be honesty and individuality of thought, freedom
to express thought clearly to others, and desire to share
experiences orally (26:151).
Strickland named a number of ways of sharing that
are equally important and in need of developing at an early
age.

These are planning, discussing, reporting, explaining,

solving problems, and evaluating (26:142-143).

Opportunity

to give directions as well as follow them is important.

In

this situation with clear and definite words and sentences,
the child practices saying exactly what he means (26:190).
Visual discrimination is another important asset of
telling-time that is an aid to reading.
"Rich imaginations mean rich reading,"

Artley stated,
Basic to all learnings,

especially to talking and reading, is the ability to remember (1:29).

The ability to interpret what he hears, sees,

feels, and thinks should be developed before he can use
printed words.

Interpretation is the formation of a mental

picture by pulling together all the skills of hearing,
seeing, and remembering; then adding to these his growing
background of experiences to think, understand, react,
question, and evaluate (2:31).
To develop good listening skills is another important
objective of show-and-tell.

Becoming a good listener must
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be accomplished before one can be a good talker or a good
reader (1:24).

Listening should be an active process.

is a searching and involving activity.

This

Children should grow

in their ability to enunciate, pronounce, and articulate
clearly with ease, fluency, and imagination.

However, they

must first hear the correct way to gain effective use of the
voice as an instrument of communication (14:11-12).

A child

listens for pleasure, directions, information, to explore
new ideas, and to gain new insights (14:18).
Many studies have been made to determine whether
listening can be taught and whether it is an influencing
factor in reading.

In every study in which listening in-

struction was given, as reported to Taylor, significant gains
in listening ability occurred.

Allied communication skills

also improved (27:18-19).
III.

RELEVANT LITERATURE ON CREATIVE THINKING

Creative thinking can be developed through show-andtell activities.

DeFrancesco explained creative thinking as

the most priceless commodity in life and education, and the
element which determines success or failure of the child as
he matures.

Creativity should not be confused with ability

to master numerous unrelated facts, to memorize, to follow
or heed established rules and facts, or to blindly accept
what is offered in books.

The creative thinker utilizes all
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manner of knowledge in different ways, in different combinations, and toward various ends.

He continues to extend pre-

sent knowledge that leads to discovery of new meanings and
relationships for old concepts.

If present knowledge is to

be advanced, creative thinking must be included in science,
social studies, mathematics, and language arts.

Too long

has the term "creative" been applied only to those activities
in our culture that are considered embellishments of life
such as art, poetry, music, and writing (4:6-7).
Gibson defined creativity as the "imaginatively
gifted recombination of known elements into something new."
Creative thinking is the thought process involved in the art
of creativity (5:30).

Torrance defined creativity as the

contribution of original ideas, a different point of view,
a new way of looking at problems, being open to experience,
or a successful step into the unknown (29:4).

Creativeness

develops confidence, stimulates observation, promotes independent thinking and cultivates adequate expression.

It

plays a big role in the development of the individual's
ability to adjust to the changing world and his ability to
analyze and solve problems.

The building of early habits

for seeking information of value to the self and others
also brings about awareness of situations and objects
around the person (2:88-89).
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Opinions and ideas are expressed when children participate in show-and-tell.

Therefore, many experiences to

stimulate observation, thinking, and discussion to gain
opinions and ideas must be provided (2:88).

Scherrer re-

minded that "necessity is the mother of invention," and
every action of a child is in direct attack upon need
(23:21).

Creativity fulfills the child's need and is gener-

ated by that need naturally and automatically until someone
destroys the confidence in his own ability to cope with his
problems.

Need cannot be commanded by the will of another,

nor can creativity take place unless there is a genuine need
felt by the child at the right time.
rich experiences in young lives.

Need springs from the

All people seek content-

ment, self-expression, and inner satisfaction which are the
end products of creative thinking.

The universal appeals

of human society such as friendship, holiday spirit, success,
wish for reward, and others are needs which bring response
from most children.

Scherrer stated, "Need is the beginning

of creativity and the unifying purpose of the creative act
(23:21-22)

•II

Show-and-tell provides opportunities for children to
develop concepts and generalizations.

As likenesses and

differences are recognized through the interaction of listening and speaking, words become increasingly more specific
and important (14:9).

Out of meaningful experiences of
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interest to children, the child develops concepts which give
meaning to words (2:151).

Development of intellectual ex-

pression is one of the most important objectives for children's
resourcefulness, imagination, and independent thinking.
Intelligent expression is influenced by the availability of
various materials and resources, richness of the environment,
and quality of experiences (16:165-166).

Creativity in the

education of the young child permits self-expression that is
based upon his own experiences and interests (24:56).
Satisfaction is gained by people of all ages through the
expression of their creative thinking (26:143).

Teaching

children to observe accurately precedes and accompanies
development of creative thinking and oral language (26:136).
The child must personally experience feeling, seeing,
hearing, tasting, smelling, and touching before he can have
ideas to express.

Two elements needed in the environment

to motivate self-expression are wealth of materials and
equipment and an understanding teacher or guide who avoids
comparison with another's accomplishments.

The teacher will

not only see that every child has a chance to show-and-tell,
but she will also encourage and motivate every child to do
so creatively (31:251).
Dr. Hymes instructed teachers to provide for creative
and spontaneous activities as well as those that are planned.
Children need many imaginative activities that provide for
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asking, feeling, thinking, trying, and telling.

By wondering,

reasoning, and generalizing they learn to cope with people,
problems, and human relations.

When the brain begins to

"percolate," feelings are deepened, meanings clarified, and
living enriched as the child gains facts (8:39-40).
Stewart said that creativity is curiosity, imagination,
innovation, the sense when you are wrong, the determination
to keep testing answers or ideas, and the capacity to be
puzzled.

These can be employed effectively for show-and-tell.

True creativity requires response to a novel idea and the
ability to adapt the idea to reality to accomplish a goal,
fit a situation, or solve a problem.

It also requires sus-

taining the original insight, evaluating it, and elaborating
it.

Creativity is seen in children when they display a

strong sense of wonder and an insatiable need to question.
The child that is attracted to the mysterious, unexplained,
or unknown will avidly store up information about everything
that interests him.

Oftentimes, he makes up tales out of

his own head to satisfy creative needs (26:62).

People are

beginning to recognize that imagination associated with play,
frivolity, fairy tales, and day dreaming does have practical
value (17:v).

Children need experiences which show that it

is safe and good to be different in order to become independent, resourceful thinkers.

They need a kind of climate in

which they may think without being inhibited by perscriptions
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and restrictions.

When engaged in a creative activity, they

should not be concerned about what adults think is correct
or suitable.

Children should, at the same time, be trained

to explore consequences of events and possibilities of their
actions and the actions of others (17:1-2).

The opportunity

to make up fanciful stories and original games to express
their thoughts and feelings in their own way is essential to
mental health and intellectual growth (26:151).

IV.

SUMMARY

This review of relevant literature emphasizes that
show-and-tell activities in the primary grades aid in the
development of oral communication skills.

The skills of

observing and listening are as important as the skill of
speaking.

Creative thinking is also necessary before one

can become a good speaker.

However, children do not listen,

speak, or think if they are not interested in the topic.
Encouraging children to question, experiment, explore, and
imagine stimulates interest.

The teacher can give every

child many opportunities to develop oral communication and
thinking skills by providing materials and topics that will
awaken curiosity and stir the imagination.

Awareness of

his environment, respect for self and others, and enjoyment
in the exchange of ideas are also products of a well-organized
show-and-tell program.

When the child realizes his original
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and imaginative expressions are accepted and rewarded, he
finds pleasure in careful observation, critical listening,
creative thinking and self-expression.

Thus, he begins to

develop the important communication skills which were first
encouraged by show-and-tell in the first grade.
To test the hypothesis raised in chapter one--that
there are greater interest, participation, and educational
values under planned show-and-tell activities than under
non-planned show-and-tell activities, certain data were
collected.

How this information was collected is discussed

in chapter three.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE AND COLLECTION OF DATA
I.

STUDY OF VOLUNTARY SHOW-AND-TELL

During the first three months of the school year, a
study of voluntary show-and-tell was made in a first grade
classroom.

The purpose of this study was to collect data

concerning the development of communication skills, the use
of creative thinking, the frequency of participation by each
child, and the type of objects or experiences shared by the
children when show-and-tell was non-structured.

The collec-

tion of this data was necessary for a comparison with a
second study involving a structured or pre-planned method of
show-and-tell.
The children were familiar with the non-structured or
voluntary sharing because they had followed the same rules
and procedures for this activity in Kindergarten.

Show-and-

tell periods were approximately twenty-five minutes long and
twice a week in the afternoon.

Children could participate

only once a week, unless the topic was unusual.

Children

could bring anything that they thought would be of interest
to the class.

If they had nothing to bring, they were en-

couraged to tell about an experience that was important or
interesting.

Pets could be brought to school only if
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arrangements were made in advance by the parents and teacher.
During show-and-tell time, the children were asked to sit
quietly at their desks and listen politely.

When a child

spoke to the class, he was asked to stand beside the teacher
who was seated at the front of the room.
to speak audibly and in full sentences.

He was encouraged
The object was to

be held up so all could see it.
The class that took part in this study consisted of
twenty-two children.

There were fifteen boys and seven

girls from middle-economic level homes.

Scores on the

Metropolitan Readiness tests ranged from five years and
eleven months to seven years and two months.
A record was kept by the teacher to show the development of speaking and listening skills.

A chart was also

compiled to show the frequency of each child's participation
and objects or topics shared.

This data is presented on

table I.
Additional information was gathered by interviewing
the parents of these children.

For study and comparison,

notes were taken at each interview.

Parents were asked the

following questions:
1.

Does your child talk about show-and-tell time at

2.

What is your child's attitude toward show-and-

home?

tell?
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3.

Do you think this is a good classroom activity?

4.

Has show-and-tell caused any problems at home?

Twenty first grade teachers were interviewed to obtain
their opinions and ideas concerning show-and-tell in their
classrooms.

Notes on these interviews were carefully re-

corded for later study.
1.

The following questions were asked:

How much time per week and at what hour of the

day do you have show-and-tell?
2.

Do you have a special reason for having show-and-

tell at that time?
3.

What do you think are the most important objectives

of show-and-tell?
4.

What are your feelings for or against this activity?

5.

Have you encountered any problems that were related

to show-and-tell?
6.

Do you have any special way of handling this

activity, or can you suggest ways to improve show-and-tell?
II.

STUDY OF PRE-PLANNED SHOW-AND-TELL

During the second three months of the school year, a
study of structured or pre-planned show-and-tell was made.
The purpose of this study was to collect data for comparison
with that obtained from the first study which was of the
non-structured method.

The same children used in the first

study took part in this study.
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A letter of explanation concerning changes in showand-tell rules was sent home to the parents with a list of
topics planned for the different weeks.

Show-and-tell

periods were twenty-five minutes long on two afternoons each
week as before.

Children were asked to bring only objects

that fit the topic of the week.

If they wished to tell of

an experience that fit that topic, they could do so.

When

an unusual or important experience occurred but did not fit
the topic, the child could make arrangements with the teacher
to tell about this at a different time of the day.
Records of the development of communication and creative thinking skills were kept as before.

A chart was kept

to show the frequency of participation of each child.

This

data is shown on table II.
After the three-month trial of this pre-planned method,
parents were again interviewed.

The following questions

were asked:
1.

Has there been any changes in your child's atti-

tude toward show-and-tell?
2.

Has there been any change in your opinion con-

cerning this activity?
3.

Has the pre-planned method of show-and-tell

caused any problems at home?
4.

Which of the two types of show-and-tell would you

rather have your child participate in at school?
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III.

SUMMARY

Data were collected and carefully recorded, first, from
a study of voluntary show-and-tell and interviews with parents
and teachers.

To collect data for comparison, the pre-planned

show-and-tell was studied.
also took place.

Follow-up interviews with parents

The recorded data were then analyzed.

results of this analysis are reviewed in chapter four.

The
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TABLE I
PARTICIPATION OF CHILDREN DURING STUDY OF
VOLUNTARY SHOW-AND-TELL
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
I.

FINDINGS FROM THE STUDY OF VOLUNTARY SHOW-AND-TELL
Having completed the classroom studies of the volun-

tary and the pre-planned methods of show-and-tell and interviews, the recorded data were analyzed.

Some interesting

information concerning the learning of communication and
creative thinking skills by this classroom activity was
revealed.
The first classroom study made during September,
October, and November of the school year was of voluntary
show-and-tell.

Records showed that the subjects did not

participate as often as anticipated.

Each of the twenty-

two children had twelve opportunities to participate if
they wished to do so.
twelve occasions.

Six children took part on eleven and

Five participated from seven to ten times.

Three joined in occasionally from three to six times.

Six

children never volunteered to show-and-tell.
It was observed that the speaking skills of those who
volunteered more than six times, did improve.
structure and vocabulary became better.

Sentence

The most improvement

in the thought process and skill in comprehension occurred
when the children were able to tell about an experience in
the correct sequence.
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The listening skills of the children improved very
little.

Poor listening habits and inattention were observed

more often than good listening manners, even though the
children were constantly reminded.

On seven occasions

during these three months, show-and-tell activities were
interrupted while the teacher took care of discipline
problems.
Originality in subject matter and objects for showand-tell was noted only occasionally.

Most children copied

the ideas of others when sharing an experience.
some of their stories were imaginative.

However,

The same objects or

types of objects were brought to school again and again.
Twenty toys were brought to school, and most of these were
dolls, trucks, and airplanes.

Nature articles were shown

fifteen times and were most often rocks, leaves, and shells.
New clothing was shown eight times.

Five pets were brought.

Only one hand-made article, a model airplane, was shared.
Various other objects that children told about included a
flag from Viet Nam, a pocket knife which was against school
rules, a ring, a letter, picture post cards, a broken clock,
and some small china figures.
Experiences most often told about themselves and their
family, with fishing heading the list.
tives were shared twenty-two times.

Activities of rela-

Most of these were about

parents and perhaps some should not have been told.

Thirteen
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non-current happenings that were shared included a barn fire
seen by many in the room, accidents in which the child was
hurt, visits to the doctor, dentist, church, or Sunday school,
and four lost teeth.
or pets.

Eight children told about farm animals

One child told about the new baby.

Three other

children could have shared this at different times but did
not.

Ten stories were told about something the child hoped

his parents would do or buy.

Other topics shared included

chores to do at home, several birthday parties, and one
"off-color" joke.
II.

FINDINGS FROM PARENT INTERVIEWS

In November thirty-three parents were interviewed to
obtain data concerning their opinions and the attitudes of
their children toward show-and-tell.

From talking to these

twenty mothers and thirteen fathers, some interesting information was added to this study of show-and-tell.
Eight parents indicated show-and-tell was an excellent
learning activity.

They all agreed that it developed listen-

ing and speaking skills, but three pointed out that the
greatest value was in the child having an opportunity to
express himself and feel important.

Three of these eight

thought the value of show-and-tell was in helping the child
enjoy school.

Ten parents commented that show-and-tell had

some learning value, but they were vague about what the real
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value was.

Two parents claimed it had very little value but

felt it should continue if it was something the children enjoyed.

Four parents stated that it was a waste of time which

could be spent on arithmetic or reading.

Five parents were

undecided, and one father was unaware of what show-and-tell
was.

Two parents thought it caused definite problems for

the child and should be "out-lawed."
Concerning their children's attitudes toward show-andtell, mixed feelings were again revealed.

While eight said

their child greatly enjoyed it, six told that their child
definitely disliked it.

Some parents didn't know how their

child felt because he never mentioned it at home.
The parents also brought to the interviewer's attention some interesting problems they thought important.

Five

parents declared their child was no longer satisfied with an
old toy and begged for a new one after seeing one another
child had.

Several parents commented about their children

taking items to school without their permission.
dren wanted to take everything in the house.

Some chil-

On the other

hand, some parents found it was a problem to find something
for the child to take for show-and-tell.

Seven parents

spoke of objects that had been broken or lost.

Many parents

told that they spent from five to ten minutes coaching the
child on what to say about an object or experience and
wondered if the child had remembered what to say.

One parent
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reported that her son was upset all night because another boy
had told that his dog had been killed.

A number of parents

asked if children were forced to share.
About half of the parents asked whether the child
often told about happenings in the home that should be kept
private.

Some of these parents commented that their child

had carried home some tales about the neighbors• private lives.
Many parents were curious about why they were asked
for their opinions.

Most of them showed interest in the pre-

planned show-and-tell when it was explained to them.

They

asked if they would be told how other parents felt about
show-and-tell.

They also inquired whether they would be

informed at the end of the experimental study about the
results of the pre-planned show-and-tell method.
III.

FINDINGS FROM TEACHER INTERVIEWS

Twenty first grade teachers from different school
districts of Washington State were interviewed to obtain data
concerning what they thought to be the important objectives
of show-and-tell.* They were also asked to give information
about what time of day and how much time each week they gave
to this classroom activity.

New ideas and suggestions for

the improvement of show-and-tell were encouraged.
It was noted that each teacher felt differently about
how much time should be set aside each week for show-and-tell.
*See page 2
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Seven teachers had show-and-tell three times weekly, and five
scheduled it

twice a week.

Five teachers set aside a small

amount of time each day for sharing.

Three teachers pre-

ferred to have telling time only once a week.

The most time

given per week was ninety minutes, and in these cases it was
considered part of the language arts program.
amount of time given was thirty minutes.

The least

The reason these

teachers gave was to let children tell briefly about something important that happened on the week-end, so they could
then settle down to their daily work.

Three teachers con-

fined show-and-tell to talking only about experiences that
were of great importance, because they felt the objects
children bring are of very little learning value.

Eight

teachers had show-and-tell at 9:00 in the morning, and two
had it at 1:00 in the afternoon.

They believed it quieted

the children down before starting more serious work.

Eight

teachers wanted show-and-tell in their classrooms at the end
of the day so it might be integrated with art, science, or
social studies.

One teacher held sharing time just before

noon while the children took turns getting ready for lunch.
Another had telling-time after lunch while the children
were waiting for the recess bell.
Concerning learning values gained through show-andtell, most teachers agree that speaking skills were developed
by those who participated often.

On the other hand, only a
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few teachers stated that it helped children talk in full
sentences or tell a story in correct sequence.

They explained

that the children who were eager to participate were those
who already spoke with good language patterns and a goodsized vocabulary.

Many teachers pointed out that these same

skills were constantly taught all day in all subjects.
Three teachers felt the most important value of show-and-tell
was the opportunity to share something important.

Other

values cited by teachers included teaching children to be
responsible for articles he brings from home, detecting
speech problems and mannerisms early in the year, learning
about the child and his background experiences, and aiding
the children to learn more about their own environment.

Two

teachers declared there was no real value in show-and-tell,
and they regarded it as a fun activity for first graders.
When asked about listening skills, most teachers felt showand-tell was not the best way to teach good listening habits.
Teachers were more willing to talk to the interviewer
about problems they had encountered rather than the values
of show-and-tell.

Mentioned most often was the problem of

getting quiet and shy children to participate.

They pointed

out that these children need talking activities far more
than others.

Second on the list of problems was keeping some

children from monopolizing the period of time.

Some children

wanted to continue talking about their object or experience
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all morning long after telling-time was over.

Some teachers

felt that children competed to tell the biggest story or bring
the best article.

Other teachers claimed that children told

about unimportant incidents or imaginative tales that they
insisted were true.

The telling of private family business

was also high on the list of problems.

A number of teachers

had received complaints from parents about lost or broken
items.

Many of the teachers felt that parents do not take

any responsibility in wrapping objects or helping children
bring things of interest to other children.

Over half of the

teachers admitted having trouble keeping others interested
when a child was talking.

Some other problems that were

reported included children wanting to play with the toys
they brought for sharing, children bringing pets without providing proper care, children telling about the same event or
object over and over again during the year, and some children
participating to gain attention or act silly.
In spite of the many problems, some teachers contributed worthy suggestions toward the improvement of show-andtell.

Several teachers reported using show-and-tell as part

of the language art lessons by limiting it to telling only
after the first few weeks of school.

They urged the children

to use complete sentences and encouraged listeners to ask
questions about what the speaker said.

Two teachers inte-

grated show-and-tell into the science lessons by having the
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children bring articles or talk about experiences pertaining
to the unit taught that week.

Another teacher had the chil-

dren draw pictures about an experience.

The child then

showed his picture and explained what it was about.

Perhaps

the most successful and interesting kind of show-and-tell
reported was called "surprise packages."

This teacher in-

structed her pupils to bring their objects in a tightly tied
paper sack and keep the contents a secret.

At show-and-tell

time the child who brought the bag would call upon three
children to feel and shake the bag.

Children could also ask

yes-no type questions about the contents.

After the three

friends made their guesses, the owner would open the sack
and tell about the object inside.
The preceding innovations indicate that show-and-tell
can be interesting and fun as well as educational.

These

teachers reported that participation had been better than the
regular way.

Very few problems had occurred, and communica-

tion skills had improved.

The pre-planned show-and-tell ex-

perimented within the second classroom study also proved
these points.

It also showed that children could increase

creative thinking skills.
IV.

FINDINGS FROM THE STUDY OF PRE-PLANNED SHOW-AND-TELL
The study of pre-planned show-and-tell was carried on

during the months of December, January, and February which
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directly followed the study of the voluntary type.

A letter

was sent home to the parents informing them about changes in
rules and listing the topics which would be discussed each
week.
As in the first study, each child was given twelve
opportunities to share if he desired to do so.

Participation

proved to be much better than when the voluntary method was
used.

However, discussion of most topics continued after the

allotted time, giving the children many more opportunities
to ask questions, add ideas, or tell more about the subject
than in the voluntary show-and-tell.

This additional parti-

cipation by each child was not recorded or added to the data
collected from this study.

Fifteen children participated

eleven and twelve times, and five participated from seven to
ten times.

No child participated less than seven times.

The pre-planned method turned out to be more time consuming.
However, it might be assumed that it was time well spent
because of increased educational value.
Speaking skills improved at about the same rate as in
the previous study, but because more children took part, the
skills of more children improved.

Excitement and enthusiasm

for a particular topic often caused poor sentence structure.
Vocabulary usage increased, and ability to ask and answer
questions showed much improvement.
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Much progress in the development of good listening
skills was noticed, but a problem here also developed.

This

involved listening manners, for children often forgot to
wait until the speaker had finished before questioning or
commenting.
Originality of ideas and objects was more evident.
Children exercised their imaginations, and creative thinking
was used to a greater degree than in the first study.

The

pupils examined articles more carefully and thoughtfully.
There was a feeling of competition among the pupils, for each
wanted to show or tell about something more interesting or
unusual than others did.
Pre-planned topics in which all twenty-two children
participated included "something from Santa, snow fun, a
picture I made, and my favorite book or television show."
The topic least participated in was "a poem or story I made
up."

However, fourteen children out of twenty-two shows it

was still a good subject.
The most interest shown was in'unusual tools and
gadgets."

So many items were brought to school that show-and-

tell time had to be provided every afternoon for the entire
week.

This was also one of the most educational topics.

Others that were of excellent learning value included rocks
and minerals, and objects found in the forest or on the beach.
Several parents came to school to show their collections to
the children.
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The pre-planned show-and-tell also involved more work
for the teacher.

This type of sharing called for careful

planning of topics and preparation of materials for introducing the subject for discussion.

The voluntary sharing

requires no planning or preparation by the teacher.

However,

the teacher's effort and time was well rewarded because of
increased interest, participation, and learning.
After the second study was completed, a classroom
discussion was held to determine which of the two types of
show-and-tell the children wanted to have.
wanted to continue the pre-planned kind.

Eighteen children
Four children

wanted to go back to the old type because it was the way they
shared in Kindergarten.

Three children voted for both.

The

pre-planned show-and-tell was continued during the remainder
of the school year.
V.

FINDINGS FROM FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEWS

During the follow-up interviews in April, twenty-eight
of the same parents were contacted to find out if there were
changes in their opinions or in the children's attitudes
toward show-and-tell.
ticipated.

Eighteen mothers and ten fathers par-

It was interesting to find that all the fathers

had decided show-and-tell was a good learning activity.

All

but three of the mothers thought the pre-planned kind was
better.

These three did not feel it was much different than
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the voluntary kind.

Four parents felt that their children's

attitudes were still the same.

Others said their children

were far more enthusiastic and showed more interest in showand-tell objects.

All but two parents wanted the pre-planned

type to continue.

These two did not comment.

Ten parents stated that helping their children find
objects for the pre-planned topics had become a family activity which created interest in the home.

Many parents also

expressed their relief about knowing now what the child was
telling about at school.
VI.

SUMMARY

From classroom studies of the voluntary and pre-planned
ways of show-and-tell, much information has been collected.
Parents and teacher interviews revealed interesting opinions,
attitudes, problems, and ideas.

The analysis of this data

shows that both procedures have some value, and that both also
caused some problems.

It has been found that show-and-tell

does have educational value.

However, the evidence tends to

indicate that the educational values attained by pre-planned
show-and-tell were considerably more than those gained by
the voluntary show-and-tell.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS FROM THE FINDINGS
Acceptance of the Hypothesis.

On the basis of the

information collected and analyzed, the hypothesis of this
thesis was accepted.

This hypothesis was that there are

greater interests, participation and educational values
under planned show-and-tell activities than under nonplanned show-and-tell activities.
Implications.

After analyzing the collected data, it

became evident that the most important implication is the
possibility of changing forms of show-and-tell.

Voluntary

show-and-tell for which objectives are limited to developing
communication skills is out-of-date.

Other areas of the

school curriculum are taught by new procedures that include
inquiry, discovery, experimentation, and creative thinking.
Show-and-tell, then, should also be used to reach these
objectives.

If more children willingly participate with

enthusiasm and interest in show-and-tell activities, the time
spent for sharing is more profitable for every student in the
classroom.

When teachers become aware of this needed change,

they will examine their own procedures and begin to plan
more carefully for this classroom activity.
Recommendations for further research.

Because of the

limitations*of this thesis, the information is far from
*See page 2
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conclusive.

Broader studies on pre-planned show-and-tell

would be valuable.

Because interviews were limited to

twenty teachers, it is recommended that many more teachers
should be asked for their opinions and ideas.
this study was relatively small.

Furthermore,

A meeting of primary

teachers of a district to discuss this classroom activity
would be profitable.

In view of information given by the

parents of the children in this study, it would be beneficial
for other teachers to discuss show-and-tell with the parents
of their students to gain their opinions.

Since evidence of

creative thinking is noted throughout this report, it is also
recommended that teachers try types of show-and-tell that
will encourage imagination, inquiry, and true self-expression.
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